
TreeStuff Aerial Rescue Rally by Kask
Scenario 3 - Eugene

Treestuff.com/Rescue-Rally      |        Watch The Rescue Here: https://youtu.be/zpIhsURTN0k

Category Score
( X / 5 ) Notes & Commentary from Officials

Site assessment and 
creation of plan 5.0

Great plan of action, just didn’t here and of the 911 call      |     Stellar     |     Excellent JSA, delegation of responsibilities.  
Difficult to hear 911 call.  Thorough assessment of casualty and tree.     |     Nice to see the Job Briefing taking place! 
Couldn't hear the 911 call. Good detail, like the use of the binoculars and the bee suit. Identified the hazardous limb 
above.  

Contacted emergency 
services; quality of 

explanation and info 
provided

3.5

Efficiency, speed, and 
safety 4.5 Excellent assent and inspection      |     Quick and careful with lots of attention to the details     |     Smooth, efficient 

ascent.  Excellent team comms.     |     Good communication, really like the second person checking the saddle and 
climbing system before ascent.  Continued inspection and 

assessment 5.0

Identification of hazards 4.8 Great job staying out from under the dead limb and avoiding the bees      |     The method of mitigation involved lowering 
the casualty out of harms way. Cool points     |     Dead limb identified and discussed.  Everyone kept clear from 
underneath.  Bee hood in use.     |     Good teamwork, hazard assessment and mitigation. Method and execution of 

mitigation 4.8

Assessment of casualty 
situation 4.5

They didn’t stabilize the victim, but they had to stay out from under the limb, so I thought it was worth the risk      |     The 
team addressed the bee stings. Fantastic     |     Assessment from ground.  Epi pen mentioned.  No first aid or packaging 
aloft, but given the scenario a quick descent is paramount.  Casualty and crew kept clear of dead limb.     |     Visual 
assessment from the ground, not much more in the tree. 

Administration of first aid 
& assessing of urgency 4.5

Adequate and appropriate 
stabilization of casualty for 

transport
3.5

Choice of system and 
technical execution of 
casualty support/tie in

4.8

Lowering the victim was done smoothly and with control. Nice job!     |     All focused on victim care.      |     Clever use of 
belay to lower.  Second climbing system to reach casualty's hitch.  Smooth descent. Brief jostling of casualty.     |     A 
good mixture of both as they identified the potential for an allergic reaction.Quality of transport for the 

casualty 4.3

Quality of transition from 
suspension to injury 

appropriate position on 
ground

4.8
Everything was excellent!     |     Not only did they lower Paul out of the line of fire of the dead branch but away from the 
nest to a landing area where they could continue victim care.     |     Laid flat with neck support.  Clean site.  Excellent 
EMS comms and transfer.     |     Good management of the scene and the transfer to EMS, good job with continuous 
communication with the team and EMS.   

Care of site, scene, and 
equipment 4.8

Transition of care to EMS 4.5

Communicating the plan 4.8

Excellent communication to the victim and the entire team!     |     I don't give this many 5s for ANYTHING but this was 
great to watch.      |     Continuous comms.  Very well done.     |     Great job, starting with the Job Briefing and the 
execution of the plan. 

Communicating the 
hazards 5.0

Communicating with, for, 
and about the casualty 4.8

Reaction 4.5
Great job by everyone on the crew!     |     Better than textbook. Everyone on this team demonstrates a very high level of 
skill, training and education. I watched this one twice.      |     Excellent rescue all around.  Very well done.  Great team.     |     
Good job!   

Planning 4.5

Overall Realism 4.5
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